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Students kick off their shoes and take advantage of the sunny Quad on Tuesday afternoon. Abnormally warm temperatures spread
throughout the state Tuesday and Wednesday. Harrisonburg’s high on Tuesday soared to 74 degrees. Wednesday’s temperature was
similar with a high of 69 degrees. Average daytime highs for late January are usually in the mid-40s. The cold temperatures return
for today and will stick around throughout the weekend. Snow chances return for tonight and Saturday night but with little-to-no
accumulation expected. More seasonable temperatures return for the beginning of next week.

COMMENCEMENT CONCERNS
Many seniors frustrated with this year’s changes to the nearly century-long tradition

RYAN FREELAND / FILE PHOTO

A senior convocation ceremony will be on Thursday, May 3, this year instead of over the weekend, complicating many seniors’ plans.

By IJ CHAN
The Breeze

Many seniors are looking at graduation day
with frustration and confusion rather than
anticipation and excitement.
In past years, a large commencement ceremony involving both students and their
families was held in Bridgeforth Stadium. This
year, to many students’ surprise, there will be
no ceremony in Bridgeforth.
Instead, on Thursday, May 3, there will be
a “senior convocation,” held in the Convocation Center. Individual college ceremonies will
be held on the following Saturday in various
locations, which haven’t been determined yet.
This year, Public Affairs Manager Bill Wyatt
said JMU’s growing enrollment was a factor
the university took into consideration when
planning commencement. There are currently
3,003 undergraduate students and 315 graduate and doctoral students who have applied to
graduate in the spring, according to Associate

Registrar Kurt Johnson.
“As our enrollment continues to grow,
obviously so too will the number of people at
commence ceremonies,” Wyatt said. “You’re
talking about a lot of people in one place at
a time.”
JMU has been receiving feedback from
alumni for the past two years, Wyatt said.
Wyatt added that this model is overall safer
and efficient for transportation.
“Getting to one ceremony to the other —
that poses challenges as well,” Wyatt said. “You
worry about weather: Where are those people
going to go if lightning strikes? We’re trying
to balance logistics as well as preserving that
intimate experience.”
Many students took to Facebook to
express their disappointment.
“I didn’t pay $100,000 for my tuition to be
cheated out on my graduation ceremony. I
thought they built a new stadium to accommodate an amazing graduation ceremony,”
one student said. “Such a disappointment

on behalf of JMU/the new president and
administration. They better be prepared for
a lot of complaints and my money will also
not be going back to JMU.”
The student, along with several others, are
concerned with the timing of senior convocation. Some seniors, they said, still have
finals the day after.
“Thursday night is not a good idea for this
event,” another student said. “Several of my
friends have exams Friday, so what is this
event encouraging seniors to do? Miss an
event celebrating their graduation or go to
the event and not study as diligently as possible for their exams?”
Sarah Lockwood, a senior media arts and
design major, said she was initially upset and
surprised when she heard about the changes. Lockwood, who was a member of the
Marching Royal Dukes for two years, said she
considers Bridgeforth Stadium one of JMU’s
see GRADUATION, page 3

JMU’s commencement history
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On Monday night, Craig Dean speaks
to students in Miller Hall about
his involvement in the gay rights
movement in the 1980s.
By KRISTINE CLIFFORD
contributing writer

In the ’80s, Craig Dean was pretty
reserved about his sexuality. But by
the beginning of the ’90s, Dean was
one of the faces of gay activism in the
United States.
Dean shocked the nation during
the ’80s when he became the first
homosexual to sue the U.S. government when he and his partner were
denied the right to be married.
“When we took control and took
back our lives and stepped out of that
court house and said, ‘We’re here,
we’re queer — get used to it,’ no one
could hurt us anymore,” Dean said.
Dean, a world-renowned gay rights
activist, spoke to about 50 students in
Miller Hall on Monday night about
his efforts in the LGBT movement.
Dean gave the audience an account
of his struggle, which began when he
and his former partner, Patrick Gill,
sued the District of Columbia. He and
Gill gained media attention after their
court case. They were constantly followed by cameras and newscasts and
made appearances on the “Oprah
Winfrey Show.”
“The conclusion we came to is that
we had no honorable alternative,”
Dean said. “We would be agreeing
with a notion that now we think as
dysfunctional: that somehow gay
and lesbian couples were less worthy, less valid and didn’t deserve the
same treatment, benefits, rights or
responsibility as any other committing couple.”
They argued that the D.C. Human
Rights Commission sided with them,
saying the marriage bureau violated
city law by discriminating based on
sexual orientation. The court ruled
against them.
Queer Nation, Act Out, and other
gay pride groups reached out to Dean
and Gill in hopes of getting their
message out there.
During a Saint Patrick’s Day parade
in New York City, the groups passed
out condoms to the audience and
threw pig’s blood at St. Patrick’s
Cathedral, saying that the church was
essentially killing people with their
ignorance toward protection.
Now more than a decade later, Dean’s
speech comes just three days after
see LGBT, page 3
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Travel plans advance, and writing
flows. A fun, creative phase sparkles
with exploration until summer, when
productivity and a career rise occupy
your time. Changes at home hold your
focus. Group efforts succeed, so rely on
family and friends, and be generous, too.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
A great adventure
lies ahead. The
trick is to balance work and fun;
get your homework done before
getting sucked into games.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Something works
gloriously. Stop
for a minute, and let it soak in.
It’s easier to concentrate. Don’t
speculate with love or money.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
You’re entering a
two-day transformative cycle. Go
for the gold. Consider your plan
well. Friends help you find the
best partner.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Learn from a
master of finances,
and continue improving your net
worth. Don’t let it slip through
your fingers.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
There’s more room
for love. If you’ve
been thinking about it, now’s a
good time to pop the question.
Reality and fantasy: Choose one.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Follow your heart,
and take on a
leadership role. Abundance is
available, but don’t let your
friends spend your money.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Accept the gift
of laughter from
a loved one or a child. Relaxing
helps you work. Balance your job
and your family.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Don’t rush it.
More work will
come soon enough. But don’t
procrastinate either, as there’s
not time for that.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
Unexpected
confrontation and
bureaucratic delays interfere with
your plans. Look at the problem
with a child’s perspective.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Make sure you stick
to your budget and
pay off debts. Only take action if
you’re willing to risk delay or loss.
If that’s OK, then go for it.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Your mind moves
more quickly than
you can. It’s not the time to throw
your money around. Entertain
outside opinions. Postpone travel.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Encourage others
and yourself. Then
start studying the next subject.
Balance career and family like a
pro. Travel does look good now.

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Nation & World
Twitter says
government
requests for
user info are
rising
Los Angeles Times

Download our
mobile app at
breezejmu.org.
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published Monday and Thursday
mornings, The Breeze is distributed
throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Torie Foster, editor.

Today

Twitter said Monday that
requests from governments
around the globe for information on its users jumped
nearly 20 percent in the second half of 2012.
The company said it
received 1,009 requests from
July through December, up

from 849 in the first half of the
year.
“Over the course of 2012,
we saw a steady increase in
government requests (with
a slight decline in copyright
takedown notices). All signs
suggest that these government inquiries will continue
to climb into the foreseeable
future,” Twitter noted.
This is Twitter’s second
“transparency” report. It
revamped the report to make
it more like Google’s and timed
the release to “Data Privacy
Day.”
“It is vital for us (and other
Internet services) to be transparent about government
requests for user information
and government requests to

withhold content from the
Internet; these growing inquiries can have a serious chilling
effect on free expression _ and
real privacy implications,”
Twitter legal policy manager
Jeremy Kessel wrote in a blog
post.
Twitter said most of the
requests — 815 — came from
the United States. The company complied — at least in
part — with 69 percent of
those requests. Typically the
requests involved user account
information for criminal investigations or cases.
In the U.S., Twitter said, 60
percent of the requests used
subpoenas, while 19 percent
used a search warrant and 11
percent a court order.

www.facebook.com/
TheBreezeJMU

@TheBreezeJMU
@Breeze_sports

THIS SPACE

COULD BE YOURS
thebreezeads@gmail.com

John Kerry
selected as
secretary of
state
McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON — With
only three “no” votes, the
Senate on Tuesday confirmed
veteran lawmaker and former
presidential candidate John
Kerry to succeed Hillary Clinton as the secretary of state for
the Obama administration’s
second term.
The Massachusetts Democrat, 69, glided through his
confirmation process, with
supporters noting his quarter-century in the Senate,
across-the-aisle friendships
with Republicans, nearly 100
overseas trips, family ties to
the Foreign Service and status as a Vietnam veteran.
Although no time for a swearing-in has been announced,
Kerry was expected to deliver a speech on Wednesday;
Clinton’s last day as secretary will be Friday, her office
announced.
Not a single objection to
Kerry’s candidacy was raised
in either last week’s hearing
before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, which
Kerry had led before recusing
himself, or in the two-hour

debate period before the full
Senate vote Tuesday. Even
so, there were “no” votes
from three Republicans: John
Cornyn and Ted Cruz of Texas,
and Jim Inhofe of Oklahoma.
Ninety-four senators voted in
favor of Kerry’s candidacy; one
voted present _ and that was
Kerry.
The overwhelming bipartisan support for Kerry “sends a
very clear message to the world
that this is America’s representative, this is our secretary
of state, and I believe he’s
earned the vote,” said Sen. Bob
Menendez, D-N.J.
Kerry is now poised to
inherit a long list of worsening
conflicts and humanitarian
crises in which U.S. policy has
waffled or remained opaque
and heavily criticized. In just
the Middle East and North
Africa, there are the civil war
in Syria, the French-led fight
to dislodge extremists from
northern Mali and fresh violence in U.S. partners Egypt,
Libya and Iraq.
Kerry also will have delicate
internal affairs to manage as
Republicans pledge to continue their sharp questioning of
the State Department’s conduct
and security posture at the time
of the deadly Sept. 11 attacks on
U.S. posts in the eastern Libyan
city of Benghazi. The debacle
cost President Barack Obama
his first choice for Clinton’s
replacement, U.N. Ambassador
Susan Rice.
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IN BRIEF

PLOWING THE WAY

JMU

Doctor of Nursing
Practice program
to launch in 2014

Next spring, JMU will launch its
online Doctor of Nursing Practice
program. The DNP program will
prepare students to work with
health care policy and lead health
care innovation. Applications are
available now. Initially, enrollment
will be capped at 12 students due to
the intensity of capstone projects.
CHARLOTTESVILLE

Va. population growth
outpacing U.S. numbers

Virginia’s population grew 2.3
percent between the 2010 census
and July 2012. That tops the nation’s
1.7 percent pace of growth. The
Northern Virgina, Hampton Roads
and the Richmond areas are leading
the state.
RICHMOND

McDonnell ready to
stop I-95 tolls

SEAN CASSIDY / THE BREEZE

Facilities Management clears all campus roads and walkways. It’s also responsible for clearing any off-campus buildings in the event of a snowstorm.
JMU’s leadership team is constantly monitoring the weather, and President Jon Alger ultimately decides whether classes are cancelled.

Safety a priority for Harrisonburg community, JMU during winter season
By ELIZABETH DSURNEY
The Breeze

Though the beginning of this week saw
temperatures as high as the 70s, the weather
is expected to plummet by the end, with a
forecast for snow in the next few days.
Bill Wyatt, Public Affairs manager, said
that although there’s no set protocol for
snow, they try to get everything cleared as
soon as possible.
Facilities Management is responsible for
pretreating roads and clearing the campus
roads and sidewalks after it snows. JMU is
also responsible for clearing off all the roads
and sidewalks on campus, as well as any offcampus properties JMU owns.
Wyatt said whether the university is closed
and classes are cancelled is ultimately up to
President Jon Alger. He said Alger’s leadership team is constantly monitoring the
weather and working closely with JMU’s Public Safety department. Together, they make
a recommendation to Alger, who makes the
final decision.
During a snowstorm, city crews respond
in 12-hour shifts to plow snow and ice covered streets and repair equipment with more
than 60 employees who use nearly 30 pieces
of snow removal equipment, according to the
Harrisonburg city government website.
When plowing, the city gives priority
to main roads and routes to Rockingham

Preparing for snow
n City crews respond in 12-hour shifts to

clear snow and ice-covered sheets.

n If snow is less than six inches, it

should be cleared within 24 hours.

n Harrisonburg has a team of more

than 60 employees who work with
nearly 30 pieces of equipment.

n Harrisonburg residents are asked to not

park on the street, to avoid unnecessary
travel, stay at least 100 feet away
from snow plows and avoid bridges.

Memorial Hospital and public transit routes.
Once these are clear, they start on residential roads.
Its goal for snow and ice removal is that
snowfall of less than six inches should be
cleared within 24 hours after the storm has
ceased. Snowfall of six-to-10 inches should
be cleared within 48 hours.
But off-campus apartment complexes
have to hire their own snow removal teams,
since Harrisonburg only clears city roads,
Laken Summerville, assistant property
manager for University Fields, said they have
a vendor that comes in to salt and remove
ice from sidewalks and breezeways before it

snows.
Summerville said the city plows will
remove snow from Devon Lane since it’s a
city road, but the private vendor is responsible for plowing the parking lots and roads
in between the apartment buildings.
During snow or sleet, Harrisonburg asks
for residents to not park on the street, avoid
unnecessary travel, stay at least 100 feet
behind snow plows and avoid bridges.
In Stone Gate, Melissa Ameen, a sophomore nursing major witnessed someone fall
down the hill because it was so icy.
“I helped her stand up at the bottom of the
hill; she was almost in tears,” Ameen said.
“We laughed about on the way to the bus
stop, but it was scary when it was happening.”
Ameen believes that Stone Gate could’ve
improved the icy conditions of the parking
lot with additional measures, not just putting salt down right outside of the apartment
doors the night before.
Some students are worried about the
extent of snow cleanup, even ones who live
on campus.
She believes that most off-campus
housing facilities clean up and make sure
people are safe with the snow, but she
understands why people who live there
now are concerned with ice and snow.
CONTACT Elizabeth Dsurney
at dsurneeg@dukes.jmu.edu

GRADUATION | Changes aren’t new
from front

trademarks.
“I marched in Bridgeforth — it was
kind of a symbol to me,” Lockwood
said. “ To not be there on Saturday felt
like I was going to be jipped a bit. I’m a
little disheartened and a little sad that
I don’t get that opportunity.”
Lockwood said she felt uninformed
about the changes and that other
seniors might feel the same.
“I don’t recall ever receiving an
email from the university,” Lockwood
said. “I feel uninformed as far as my
own graduation. I think the campus
feels left in the dark.”
But Wyatt said that this isn’t the
first time JMU has used this model
for commencement. Wyatt said the
May 2010 and 2011 commencements
were held the same way because
Bridgeforth Stadium was under
construction.
Lockwood, who is also the editorin-chief for The Bluestone, attended
the May 2010 and 2011 commencements. She hopes that the other
commencement events will
compensate for the changes.
Senior class president and business marketing major Meredith Wood
said that this year’s commencement
schedule is more accommodating of
visitors’ safety.
It’s “considering elderly grandparents or older people who can’t hike
around this campus as easily — it’s
not as accessible for some as it is for
others,” Wood said. “Changing the
time of the ceremony — it makes it so
that they just have to go to one place,
instead of going to one place to another in a certain amount of time.”

RYAN FREELAND / FILE PHOTO

Wood said that she was also disappointed initially when she heard
about the changes and can understand why her classmates feel the
same. She added that she and her
fellow officers are working to plan
events for the class to make up for
the change.
“It’s definitely disappointing
because it’s something that happened
in the past,” Wood said. “But we’re
just trying to see the positives. We’re
trying to make it just as memorable
as it would if it were in Bridgeforth
Stadium.”
Wood said that many people have
voiced adverse opinions toward
the senior class council about the
changes. But Wood and her fellow
council members want students
especially to know that this is a misunderstanding, and that they didn’t
plan the changes.

“I’ve had friends text me and say,
‘What’s up with this? Why is this
happening?’” Wood said.
Annamarie Frost, senior class
secretary and IdLS major, said that
students shouldn’t focus so much
on the changes.
“Your experience should not
be culminated based upon where
you’re together with your classmates. I’ve spent countless hours in
convo with my friends,” Frost said.
“Isn’t that where we first brought
together as first years? If anything,
I think it’s very relevant.”
An official update statement was
posted online, according to Wyatt.
Additional information about
spring commencement can be
found at jmu.edu/commencement.
CONTACT IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.

WASHINGTON

Barack Obama’s
popularity highest
in three years

President Obama’s popularity
among constituents is rising in
his second term according to a
Washington Post/ABC News poll.
Sixty percent of respondents said
they had a favorable view of the
president, while only 37 percent
said they had an unfavorable view.
This is the highest his favorability
has been since 2009.
WASHINGTON

Gun-violence victim
urges Congress to act

Former Congresswoman
Gabrielle Giffords (D-Ariz.), urged
the Senate Judiciary Committee
on Wednesday to act boldy to
stop an epidemic of gun violence
in America. Giffords was shot
two years ago and suffered brain
damage.
SOUTH KOREA

South Korea
launches satellite

On the country’s third try, it was
able to launch a satellite into orbit
for the first time Wednesday. The
country joins North Korea just
seven weeks after they launched a
satellite.

LGBT | Activist’s actions
inspire students’ own efforts
from front

Students gather in different locations for graduation ceremonies for individual
colleges. So far, there are 3,003 undergraduates that have applied for graduation.

G o v. B o b M c D o n n e l l s a i d
Wednesday that if the Virginia
G eneral Assembly passes his
transportation funding package,
then he will avoid putting tolls on
Interstate 95. The House Finance
Committee on a 14-8 vote approved
the funding package.

the passing of a bill to protect LGBT
employees. This is only the third time
a pro-LGBT piece of legislation has
been passed in Virginia’s history.
The bill, which passed with a
bipartisan vote of 24-16, will ban discrimination against state employees
on the basis of sexual orientation and
gender identity.
Junior kinesiology major Fred
Carranza was inspired by Dean’s
speech, which he said motivated him
to become more outspoken against
intolerance.
“It taught me to speak up for what’s
important and, no matter what, stick
to what I believe is the absolute truth,”
Carranza said. “A lot of people in the
past have sacrificed their safety in
search for the greater truth, like Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr., and
look where it’s brought us.”
Madison Equality, which
hosted this event, advocates for
the acceptance of gays, lesbians,
bisexuals and transgenders at JMU.
Shelby Wiltz, a junior social justice
major and educational coordinator
for Madison Equality, believes that
there’s a lot of work to do in terms of
LGBT acceptance on campus.
“As a whole, JMU students are tolerant, “ Wiltz said. “I wouldn’t describe
it as accepting but definitely tolerant.
We try to do a lot of work to make this
issue one that people can talk about
and make conversations because it’s
very hush. Everyone at JMU should
have an outlook that embraces

Craig Dean “taught me
to speak up for what’s
important and, no matter
what, stick to what I
believe is the absolute
truth. A lot of people in
the past have sacrificed
their safety in search
for the greater truth,
like Gandhi and Martin
Luther King Jr., and look
where it’s brought us.”
Fred Carranza

JMU kinesiology major

everyone regardless of their sexual
orientation or gender identity.”
Raychel Whyte, president of Madison Equality and junior health
sciences major, was grateful that
someone who had such a profound
part on gay activism spoke at JMU.
“I’m hoping eventually one day,
especially when I want to actually settle down and get married that
I’ll be able to do it here in Virginia,”
Whyte said. “That’s just a hope, but
definitely something I want to see.”
CONTACT Kristine Clifford
at cliffokb@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Anniversary
Special

Dave's Downtown Taverna & Dave's Taverna Express
have celebrated 19 Successful Years and we would like to
thank all our loyal customers who made this possible!

Buy One Item
Get One

FREE*

*Some stipulations apply.
Alcohol is not included in the offer.
Expires Feb 28, 2013

540.564.1487

Buy One Item
Get One

FREE*

*Some stipulations apply.
Alcohol is not included in the offer.
Expires Feb 28, 2013

540.801.8646

Come experience the iconic atmosphere at Dave's Downtown and see
for yourself why our award winning restaurant is still the most popular
venue in the history of Harrisonburg -OR- call Dave's Express for take out
or delivery and enjoy our delicious food in the comfort of your home.

(540) 564-1487

(540) 801-8646

Opinion

LAY IT OUT IN BLACK AND WHITE
Write for opinion. Email breezeopinion@gmail.com.

EDITOR Jessica Williams EMAIL breezeopinion@gmail.com
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JESSICA WILLIAMS | in plain English

The show that managed to ‘have it all’
Tonight’s episode of ‘30 Rock’ will be its last, leaving fans to look back on the lessons

MARGIE CURRIER / THE BREEZE

Next Thursday, our televisions will
be sadly devoid of Tina Fey and her
band of misfits — the fans gazing
teary-eyed out
of our separate
“thoughtful
windows,” a
glass of scotch
in our hands.
Over the past
seven years,
“ Rock” has
made us laugh
and laugh some more, occasionally
dishing out advice like Tracy Jordan’s
philosophy: “Live every week like it’s
Shark Week.”
A kind of anti-“Sex and the City,”
Fey’s comedy gave a generation of
losers, weirdos and nerds a reason

to laugh at themselves. For once,
it was cooler to be unsuccessful in
love and friendship than it was to be
successful.
It’s hard to believe that, when it
first began, writers didn’t believe it
would last more than a season. Where
would we be without Liz Lemon?
The glasses, the hatred of “youths,”
the affinity for sandwiches and pizza
— she is a heroine (Liz would add
“and by heroine I mean lady hero. I
don’t want to inject her and listen to
jazz”) for the common people. She
was never particularly good at life,
but somehow managed to make “not
being good at life” look better than if
she were mastering it.
She was relatable and simple,
someone everyone could root for

DARTS

even when things got political — and
that’s what made “ Rock” such
a work of genius. It was perfectly
balanced. Every character had
something to offer. They played
off of each other, from the stark
businessman, Jack Donaghy, to the
lovable country hick, Kenneth Parcell.
It taught women a few things,
too (How could it not, with consort
battleship Tina Fey at the wheel?).
While other TV women were fighting
crime and having sassy lunch dates in
pumps and a tight dress, Liz Lemon’s
classic sweater-over-a-button-down
style showed that it’s possible to be
successful and comfortable at the
same time.
Burping, farting, “shot-gunning”
whole pizzas, Lemon would give

PATS

A “this-is-why-I-love-JMU”
pat to the student who created
LostAtJMU.com.
From a woman who somehow
manages to lose everything when
she drinks.
A “don’t-hate-on-infinity”
dart to the girl who threw
infinity tattoos under the
judgmental bus just because her
friends don’t like her new tat.
From a female junior who has
a personalized infinity tattoo
that’s pretty freaking awesome.
A “you’re-super-awesome”
pat to women’s basketball
coach Kenny Brooks for taking
a picture with two pep band
members on the court after
winning a game.
From two music majors who
are still geeking out over the fact
that both you and Chad Reep
will be on our senior recital
posters.
A “this-isn’t-the-16thcentury” dart to the woman
looking for some chivalry.
From someone who knows
you’ll never get a knight-inshining-armor if you keep up

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

An “it’s-the-little-things”
pat to the professors in
the WRTC department for
remembering my name and
always asking how I’m doing.
From a junior who leaves
Harrison a little bit happier
every day.
An “I’ve-been-countingthe-hours” pat to JMU
payday.
From a woman who has the
end of each month marked with
stars and smiley faces.
A “ciao-bello” pat to the fox in
my Italian class who flatters me
with words I don’t understand.
From a sub-par Italianspeaking senior who wants you
to tutor her.
A “foreigners-are-great”
dart to the kids in my English
class who are making fun of my
professor’s Indian accent.
From a fellow Asian student
who doesn’t appreciate your
rudeness.
A “you’re-too-sweet” pat
to the housekeeper who gave
me his coat during a fire drill.
From a girl who was freezing
in her shorts and thin T-shirt.
A “what-would-Marx-do?”
dart to my sociology class for
not responding to my email.
From a woman who had a

job interview during class and
just wanted to know what the
quiz question was.
An “it’s-about-priorities”
dart to the woman who judged
me for not making plans for
spring break.
From a student who enjoys
spending time with her family
and would rather save all of
that money for after school.
A “you-brighten-up-mylunch” pat to the woman who
swipes my JAC card in D-hall
every Tuesday and Thursday.
From a woman who was
serious about bringing you that
frappuccino some day.
An “I-wish-I-could-take-youhome” pat to the puppy on the
commons on Tuesday.
From an animal lover who
lives in a dorm that doesn’t allow
pets.
A “let’s-just-forget-aboutthat” dart to my friends for
laughing when I fell trying to
ride a skateboard.
From someone who always
dreamt of being Tony Hawk, but
never had the skill for it.
A “well-at-least-someoneis-singing-in-the-rain” pat
to the guy who was skipping
across Port Republic Road in
the downpour.
From a junior who needed
something to brighten her
horrible Wednesday.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Jessica Williams is an English and
writing, rhetoric and technical
communication double major.
Contact Jessica at breezeopinion@
gmail.com.

Scouts lack equality badge

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

that attitude.

NBC to write a new show in a few
years. Of course, it will be a work of
creative genius, but nothing could
ever quite replace the comedy that’s
won our hearts.
Liz once told Jack her entire life’s
philosophy could be summed up in
one statement: “I believe all anyone
really wants in this life is to sit in
peace and eat a sandwich.” For now,
all we can hope is that Tina Fey finally
gets that moment — content with
all of the laughs and oddly poignant
moments she’s left behind.

CAROLINE KELLY | The Breeze

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

An “at-least-some-peopleare-aware-of-theirsurroundings” pat to the
stranger who stopped to make
sure I was OK after I experienced
a hit-and-run.
From a guy who thought of
darting the driver, but wanted to
commend you for your kindness
instead.

any man a run for his money in the
disgusting department. But, she was
still lovable all the same. We accepted
her with all of her imperfections,
and shouldn’t that be how we treat
everyone?
We wanted her to find the one.
And, after a series of unsuccessful
boyfriends, mistakes and a onenight stand with James Franco and a
Japanese body pillow, Lemon finally
found someone who loves her for
who she is — food obsession and all.
Her relationship with Criss (James
Marsden) is one that seems worth the
-year wait. She finally has it all.
Tina Fey has said this won’t be the
end of her television-writing career,
which is a glimmer of hope in the
finale darkness. She has a deal with
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Discrimination against gay pack leaders is childish
When you think of what you’d
expect a kid to learn in Boy Scouts,
it’s probably
things like
integrity,
teamwork,
wilderness
skills and
responsibility.
How about
prejudice,
exclusion and
homophobia?
Since their founding, the Boy
Scouts of America has not allowed
gay members or leaders within its
ranks. Last year, Ohio Cub Scout
den leader, Jennifer Tyrrell, had to
give up her position because she
was openly gay.
Ryan Anderson, a scout in
California, was even denied his
Eagle rank because of his sexuality,
which prompted hundreds of other
angry Eagle scouts to renounce
their own medals. This policy has
led to feelings of hurt and betrayal
from scouts who aren’t allowed to
reconcile who they are with the
organization they are part of.
If they want to continue to be
part of the group, they have to
hide an integral part of who they
are. This policy of ostracizing and
deception hardly seems in keeping
with the Boy Scouts’ moral code.
But all this could change for the
better soon.
Members of the national board
are expected to discuss it during
one of their biannual meetings this
February.
Spokesman Deron Smith said,
“The BSA is discussing potentially
removing the national membership
restriction regarding sexual
orientation.” This would mean there
would no longer be any national
policy regarding sexual orientation,
but that the chartered organizations
that oversee and deliver scouting
would accept membership and
select leaders consistent with their

organization’s mission, principles
or religious beliefs. Although it
hasn’t been confirmed, it seems at
least likely that they released this
statement as a declaration of their
intentions, to test the waters.
Although this is a step in the right
direction, it’s not enough. Making
rules that allow scouts to be more
inclusive and lifting the blanket
ban is good, but they need to be
working for complete equality.
This just passes the decision on to
someone else, with no guarantee of
encforcement, and still provides no
protection to scouts who might be
ejected because of their sexuality.
What the board needs to do is put
into place a national rule that bans
discrimination against gay scouts,
allowing them the same freedom
of membership as everyone else. If
the scouts can do it, why can’t they
follow along? When a Colorado
troop welcomed a transgender into
its ranks, Girl Scouts of Colorado
told CNN, “If a child identifies as a
girl and the child’s family presents
her as a girl, Girl Scouts of Colorado
welcomes her as a Girl Scout.” It
looks like the Boy Scouts have a
little catching up to do.
The Boy Scouts of America have
been providing great opportunities
to kids since , to learn about
fellowship, trustworthiness, and
self-reliance, from group camping
trips to urging their members to do
“good turns.” It’s an organization
that strives to help kids grow up to
be the best they can, and it in turn
needs to change its policy to be
the best it can be. Unfairness and
exclusion shouldn’t be part of its
curriculum.
Give every kid a chance to be
a part of something bigger than
themselves and make it something
worth being a part of.
Caroline Kelly is a senior English
major. Contact Caroline at
kellyce@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Weekly Specials
Monday: 50 cent wings
Tuesday: Ladies night
Wednesday:$5 burger & fries
Pub quiz night 9-11
Sunday: Irish Fish & Chips $9.95

888.472.7404

1941 Sunchase Drive

www.Sunchase.net/mobile
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freaky food fads
Health columnist dishes the don’ts (and some dos) of dieting at breezejmu.org.

Editors Greer Drummond & Laken Smith Email breezearts@gmail.com
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healing with

harmony
Becky Sullivan / the breeze

Senior Nicola Bertoni, a music major, rehearses for ‘Blue-Footed Boobies,’ which will mix songs and choreography into one show. Seven groups will perform Saturday at Wilson Hall.

JMU’s BluesTones to host an a cappella competition to benefit local women’s center
By Ellen Kirtner and Whitney Roberts
contributing writers

An upcoming a capella competition won’t have a
winner, but it will have a payoff worth singing for.
The BluesTones, an all-female a cappella group, is
hosting JMU’s first a cappella invitational, titled BlueFooted Boobies, Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Wilson Hall
to benefit the Rockingham Memorial Hospital Women’s Center. All proceeds from the ticket sales will go
to the center.
The event will include performances by JMU’s
LowKey, The Accidentals from University of Georgia,
Juxtaposition from Virginia Tech, The R.A.M.ifications
from Virginia Commonwealth University and The
Generics and PandimoniUM from University of

Blue-Footed Boobies
A Cappella invitational
When
Where
Price

Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Wilson Hall Auditorium
$8, cash or check

Maryland.
The Accidentals, UGA’s all male group, competed in
the 2012 International Championship of Collegiate A
Cappella and won the semi-finals. The Generics, the
University of Maryland’s only all male a cappella group,
sang with the BluesTones two years ago at an informal
concert on campus at JMU.
“We had a great time and look forward to performing
with them again,” said senior Jake Dinerman, business

Video Game Review

‘Ni no Kuni’ quite the trip
A gorgeous new game serves as a testament to both a forgotten time and genre

manager and Generics member.
Coming from the University of Maryland, the PanimoniUMs are a co-ed group who were awarded first
place at the ICCA’s South Quarterfinals and competed
with seven of the best groups in the ICCA South division in the semifinals.
“I’m looking forward to having people come out who
have never seen what competitive a cappella groups
look like outside of ‘Pitch Perfect’ and JMU,” said sophomore vocal music education major and BluesTones
member Kelli Hutchison.
Each group will perform two or three songs on their
set list that they don’t want to reveal before the show.
“It is Generics’ policy to never publish a set list in order
see sing, page 8

Album Review

Twins go pop
Duo stretches on new record, yields mixed results
By Jack Knetemann
The Breeze

Courtesy of Namco Bandai

The visual presentation of the new role-playing game “Ni no Kuni” elevates its rock-solid foundation to unexpected heights.
By Jeff Wade
The Breeze

How you approach “Ni no Kuni:
Wrath of the White Witch” depends
on what you view as the hook.
For many, the draw is going to
be the expressive artwork provided
by anime maestros Studio Ghibli,
the house behind visual tour de
forces like “Spirited Away” and
“Ponyo.” Their nature-infused fairy
tale aesthetic is all over the game’s
visuals. Everything from the lavish
animated cut scenes that punctuate
the game’s major plot points to the
smallest details contain their iconic
fingerprints.
“Ni no Kuni” (roughly means
“Another World”) is more than a
pretty face, though, as it’s stylish
exterior is met with a deep and
engrossing love letter to an era when
the Japanese role-playing game was
still a world-wide phenomenon.
Think when “Final Fantasy” was
advertised on Pepsi cans and not in
the garbage.
Maybe if there were more games
like “Ni no Kuni” people would’ve
kept paying attention. That’s not
because the game really re-invent
the genre. Instead, it puts the best
face forward on some old tropes and
makes everything as refreshing as
possible.
Case-in-point, you’ll play as a
young boy named Oliver, a chipper
young hero-to-be who goes out on a

Ni no Kuni: Wrath
of the White Witch


Rating ‘E10+’
Platform PlayStation 3

grand adventure after great personal
tragedy. He’ll travel the land, learn
new spells, get new ways of moving
around the expansive world and
make new friends and enemies
in pretty equal measure. Pretty
standard, but then again it’s not like
there’s been any big games of its ilk
in recent memory, and none with
such aplomb.
The game does bring a few new
things to the genre, mostly through a
battle system that melds “Pokémon”
and “Dragon Quest” into a whole.
Fighting combines direct, real-time
control with a monster-collecting
aspect (example monster names
include Hullaballoon, Inphant,
Crowhawk) that encourages tense
micromanagement and strategy,
rolling out enough mechanics to stay
interesting over the long haul.
The main reason why this works
at all is due to the game’s fantastic
localization. The translation retains
both developer Level 5 and Studio
Ghibi’s rustic Europe through
kaleidoscopic Japan panache —
without ever feeling foreign. There
are enough puns to fill three joke
books and it manages to turn

potential stumbling points, like your
sidekick Drippy (a creature equipped
with a dangling lantern nose and an
equally fascinating Welsh accent)
could have been painfully annoying
instead of an absolute joy.
It’s emblematic of how smartly
everything is put together. If there’s
any lingering nostalgia for Super
Nintendo and PlayStation era
RPGs, “Ni no Kuni” will conjure up
emotions aplenty. It’s rare to have
the actual sense of joy, wonder and
discovery that comes from trekking
across the game’s vivid and varied
landscapes, and the sincerity and
heart that runs through the game.
There are still a few nagging
issues around the edges of “Ni no
Kuni.” That childlike whimsy that
fuels the game’s awe occasionally
crosses over into handholding
and annoyance. And there are still
vestiges of less-loved mechanics like
occasional jumps in difficulty that
force some tedious power leveling
and some repetitive backtracking.
Full disclosure, I’ve only put
about 30 hours into “Ni no Kuni,”
and there are probably a couple
dozen hours left before the end
credits. And it’s a testament to the
game’s draw that I eventually plan to
see it to its close, and if people give
it the chance, it’s likely to cast quite
the spell on you.
Contact Jeff Wade at
breezepress@gmail.com.

Tegan and Sara’s bio hits all the
indicators for a breakthrough indie
band: They are identical twins
(win) from Calgary (Not America:
win) and are lesbians (bonus
points!) who play guitar (duh)
and keyboards (two instruments?
Virtuosos!).
The band spent 10 years mining
the coffee shop folk circuit, finally
earning their breakthrough
with 2009’s “Sainthood.” All
their labor has led to their
breakout opprotunity, this week’s
“Heartthrob.”
The album’s lead-up hinted at a
poppier turn, which the first three
tracks fully embrace. The style
and themes of the opening suite
amount to an Urban Outfitters wet
dream: Clever quips about botched
romances float above upbeat synths
and drum machines.
Opener “Closer” is the most
tragic of the bunch: Tegan and Sara
stack so many synths on top of
each other that the song runs into
gridlock. The result is an opening
trio that lacks the band’s greatest
strength — relatability.
Thankfully, the album grows
steadily more refreshing from there.
“Drove Me Wild” is the moment
where the album hits its stride. The
main melody is played on a synth,
but it’s applied in a way that allows
the drums and vocals to breathe.
What makes the song work while
the other songs failed is that each

Tegan and Sara

Heartthrob

Released Jan. 29

individual instrument is allowed
room to develop. The track feels
alive, not sanitized.
“Drove Me Wild” and its
successor “How Come You Don’t
Want Me” single-handedly validate
the record’s dreadful start.
“How Come” is the shortest
song of the bunch and benefits
from its conciseness. The beat is
powerful in a way that Tegan and
Sara have never revealed before.
The aching vocal takes the beat
into the stratosphere, achieving
the emotional rawness that got
the band this far. There’s a rare
combination of vulnerability and
strength, similar to the Supremes’
classic “You Keep Me Hangin’ On.”
The winning streak continues
to the end of the record, which
concludes with the Depeche
Mode-influenced “Shock to Your
System.”
The final six songs beg the
question of why Tegan and Sara
began “Heartthrob” so poorly.
Whether the tracks are an attempt
at a Top 40 breakthrough or simply
duds is unclear, but they are a
distracting waste to an otherwise
compelling record.
Contact Jack Knetemann
at knetemjw@dukes.jmu.edu.

Courtesy of Warner Bros.

Folk-pop duo Tegan and Sara shoot for a breakthrough with their new album.
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SING | Miss Virginia to attend
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The BluesTones will announce the total amount of money raised at the end of Saturday’s competition.
from page 7

to maintain the mystique of
our performance,” Dinerman
said. “I can tell you to expect
three songs that are probably
music.”
Originally, this event was
a breast cancer awareness
campaign. But, both Nina
Beaulieu, the BluesTones’
public relations manager, and
Nora Sacks, president, decided they wanted something

more closely related to the
Harrisonburg community
as chose the RMH Women’s
Health Center.
Both Sacks and Beaulieu are
graduating this semester and
hope to leave behind a legacy
of giving back.
Somer Brillhart, a BluesTones member, has invited
her friend Rosemary Willis,
current Miss Virginia, to make a
guest appearance to announce
the total amount raised at the

end of the invitational.
“We are honored to perform at the invitational and for
such an important cause,” said
Courtney Thompson, a LowKey
member. “We hope that our
love for one another, love for
a cappella and love for entertaining others is conveyed
throughout our performance.”
CONTACT Ellen Kirtner
and Whitney Roberts at
breezearts@gmail.com.
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sports roundtable
First Breeze Sports Podcast at breezejmu.org.
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Pitching a new frame

chase kiddy

fanatic and proud

More than
just a game
NFL Championship
marks important
social occasion
In 2010, I sat in a dark room in Dingledine Hall with three other guys. It
was freezing in February, just one day
before my 19th birthday, but the
w indow was
open anyway. A
frighteningly
cold wind ran
through the
room, and we
climbed under
blankets and
into sweatpants
to find shelter
from the winter
that shouldn’t have been present in
our room, but was anyway. My quixotic roommate, God love him, needed
the cold at night.
Amid the weather, we managed to
notice that the Saints recovered an
onside kick at the start of the second
half. Bold move, Sean Payton. Bold
move.
It’s hard to forget that brisker-thannecessary evening. But the Super
Bowl is an event that goes beyond the
confines of an 100-yard field in Indianapolis or Pasadena or Miami or New
Orleans. It becomes a cultural spectacle, often times transcending the
sport into our own individual social
lives.
One year later, a different set of
roommates and I all sat on the precipice of residential freedom, just
months away from our junior year
and off-campus housing. For the
time being, we squatted in Rockingham Hall, watching a despised (by us)
Steelers team lose to a suddenly mystical Packers squad.
We all bought Slurpees before the
game — you know, back before the
7-Eleven on South Main Street was an
empty warehouse — and when those
were gone, we put down Dr. Pepper
by the crate load. And we wonder why
adult-onset diabetes is an epidemic.
In 2012, it was a full-scale event.
Chairs piled into my apartment and
backed up from the living room to the
kitchen. I was really excited for some
offensive fireworks, not to mention I
was set to turn 21 in three days.
My enthusiasm wouldn’t be dampened by anything that evening — not
even when my roommates and friends
stood up at the first touchdown and
pegged me with JMU football streamers they’d saved over from the season
a month beforehand.
And now, my senior year of college
is here. Like thousands of seniors set
to graduate at JMU this year, this will
likely be the last Super Bowl I’ll watch
with many of the friends I’ve made
over the last few years. That seems
like a big deal, even if I can’t exactly
pinpoint why.
From a societal standpoint, the
Super Bowl is an interesting phenomenon. A huge number of Americans
will take in the game, despite the fact
that millions of them couldn’t care
less about football. It’s got nothing
to do with the fact that it’s a championship game, either.
For instance, my mom loathes the
NBA because of its insatiable egos
and general lack of defense. She’s certainly not TiVo’ing ABC every other
night in June when the NBA finals
are on.
The Stanley Cup playoffs might be
the greatest postseason sports event,
yet it’s largely a niche sport. Even the
NCAA college basketball Final Four is
largely unnoticed by non-sports fans.
But the Super Bowl? It’s the Catalina Wine Mixer of championships.
Everyone breaks out the melted butter to watch a sport they might not
even care about, all in the name
of raunchy Doritos and Bud Light
advertisements.
I suppose in the 21st century, the
Super Bowl can be lopped in with
Labor Day and President’s Day as a
special occasion that occurs for no
real reason other than that people
want to get together and have a special occasion.
I don’t have all the answers. I can’t
fathom why the Super Bowl draws so
many viewers, other than the fact that
it is both ritual and gratifying.
Invite that cute girl from down the
hall you’ve been crushing on. Dream
up some hair-brained schemes, and
make some lasting memories with
your close friends.
Some day, for some of us in the near
future, that might be all that’s left.
Contact Chase Kiddy at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Becky Sullivan / The Breeze

TOP Head coach Spanky McFarland meets with his pitcher and infield on the mound during an Apr. 24, 2012 game vs Liberty. BOTTOM The 2012 baseball team
shares a rare moment of success in the dugout. JMU, traditionally a baseball powerhouse, finished the 2012 season in 10th place with a 16-35-2 record.

After a rare down season, Dukes prepare for bounceback campaign with a deep dugout
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

Sometimes a team’s past can speak
xloudly in the present. JMU baseball is looking
to move forward this season and is predicted to
finish third in the Colonial Athletic Association
despite a 10th place finish last season.
Head coach Spanky McFarland attributes
this high ranking to what the team has proven
capable of in previous seasons.
“I think that’s just respect for the program,”
McFarland said.
The team finished 16-35-2 overall and10-20
in the CAA during the 2011-2012 season.
“Sometimes failure is good for you,” McFarland said. “It’s humbling, but it gives you that
fire to get you motivated.”
At one point last season, the team lost 17
games in an 18 game stretch. But McFarland
and company are done talking about the failures of last season, the 43rd season of JMU
baseball.
“We kind of have a little rule here where
we don’t talk about team 43,” McFarland said.
“That was last year. We only talk about team
44, which is this year. We’re all about team 44.”
McFarland thinks over the past few years,
he and his program helped lay the foundation
to be a dominant force within the conference. The Dukes finished first in the CAA for
two straight seasons before heading into last
year’s campaign. JMU finished either first or
second in the conference four of the past six
years before 2011-2012.
Last year’s defective season was due in large
part to a plethora of injuries that forced McFarland to rely on freshmen for most of the season.
The Dukes kept many games close, but never
seemed able to close the door — a skill usually attributed to upperclassman experience.
This year, the Dukes return 21 players from
last year’s roster.
“Now you combine those guys back with
guys that were forced to play last year and there
you have depth,” McFarland said.

McFarland is looking to be fairly conventional when it comes to the infield.
“Big left handers on the corners and little
guys in the middle and play straight up baseball,” he said.
At third base, expect to see junior Ty
McFarland, Spanky’s son, at least for the time
being. Junior Conner Brown, who manned the
hot corner most of last season, is still nursing
a torn labrum injury he sustained at the end
of last year.
“It’ll take about another month before we
can think about putting him on this [left] side
of the infield,” McFarland said.
Brown isn’t throwing yet, but he is optimistic about the rehabilitation.
“A month should be 100 percent,” Brown
said. “Right now it’s about 80.”
Last season, Brown batted .338 with 33
RBIs.
Ty missed 23 games last year with a broken hand, so he knows what Brown is going
through.
“It makes you take less things for granted,”
Ty said. “Besides getting mad over a strikeout

now, you can just have fun playing baseball
and take every day for what it’s worth.”
Sophomore Chad Carroll will most likely
be at shortstop. As a freshman, Carroll made
it clear that he’s an asset on defense, making
tough plays in the field on a consistent basis.
He also showed some presence at the plate,
finishing with a .278 batting average while
batting in 28 runs.
On the right side of the infield, senior
Casey Goss will hold down second base,
while junior Matt Tenaglia will make a return
at first base. Tenaglia missed all of last season
due to an ACL tear. During his sophomore
season, he batted .341 with 54 RBIs.
The outfield should consist of a trio of
seniors: Cole McInturff, Johnny Bladel
and Colby Roberts. The three combined
to hit over .300 and drive in 61 runs last
season. Bladel was suspended for a good
portion of last year for a “violation of
team standards”, and is ready to get back
on the diamond with his teammates.
see Dukes, page 10

Man on the street

We asked a few JMU students about their
plans for the Super Bowl this weekend.
1. What are your plans for Super
Bowl Sunday? We’re actually having
a bunch of people come over to my
house. It’ll probably be like 30 or 35
people, so it’s going to be fun.

Gabriel Fitzgerald
senior exercise
science major

2. What would’ve been your ideal
matchup for the game? My team’s the
Redskins, so ideally I wouldn’t have
liked to see RG3 take that hit, but
that’s alright.

1. What are your plans for Super
Bowl Sunday? I’m watching the
game, but I’m pretty mad, because
I’m a Patriots fan and they lost in the
[conference] championship game.

Allison Robey
freshman health
sciences major

2. Who do you think is going to
win the game and why? I think the
Ravens are going to win, because they
have more to play for. Torrey Smith’s
brother passed away the past season
and Ray Lewis is retiring.
becky sullivan / the breeze

1. Who do you think is going to
win the game and why? 49ers,
just because they got the better
[Harbaugh] brother. Better coach,
better brother.

David Skipper
freshman
economics major

2. What would’ve been your ideal
matchup for the game? Definitely
Redskins against anyone else.

FAST BREAK
Don’t count out the Dukes in the Colonial Athletic
Association just yet, as a three-game winning streak
has pushed JMU (12-10, 6-3 CAA) into second place
in conference play. Fresh off a Monday night 63-56
win in Wilmington, JMU will play Hofstra (5-15, 2-5
CAA) on Thursday at 7 p.m and in-state rival George
Mason (12-8, 5-3 CAA) on Saturday at 4 p.m.
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Dukes | Start season Feb. 15

Becky Sullivan / The Breeze

Baseball meets before a March 30 game against Delaware last season. The team returns 21 players this season.

from page 9

The staff at Emergicare along with Breeze wants to help keep our
community healthy and informed during this year’s “widespread”
epidemic of influenza. For more information on the flu, please visit
www.flu.gov or www.cdc.gov. We recommend that you visit
Emergicare, if you have not already been vaccinated for the flu.

“I learned a lot from all that
and I’m glad to be back out here
to play a full season,” he said.
Sophomore Patrick Toohers
could be the strongest candidate to lead the pitching
rotation this season. Last year
as a freshman, Toohers pitched
65 innings while maintaining a 4.29 ERA. In addition to
Toohers, expect to see sophomores Michael Howerton,

Ben Garner and Luke Drayer
in possible starting positions.
The bullpen is slated to feature
sophomores Chris Huffman
and Aaron Hoover, junior Trent
Cundiff and Bladel.
Senior Bradley Shaban
should be behind the plate calling pitches at catcher for JMU.
He batted .260 last year with 41
RBIs.
The Dukes begin their schedule at Coastal Carolina on Feb.
15. The team will then return for

the home opener against Longwood on Feb. 20. They will play
18 of 19 games at JMU’s Eagle
Field to begin the season after
Coastal Carolina.
“That was by design,” McFarland said. “I knew we were
going to be a little young,
so I think it’s nice to have a
home stand to get some wins
and get some confidence.”
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffijs@dukes.jmu.edu.

Game Day
Favorites

Visit Our Website to View Our Full Weekly Ad! (Prices Valid Through 1.29.12)

$2.15

$2.15

Utz
Potato Chips
10oz

Lay’s
Potato Chips
10-10.5oz

$5.00

$3.00

Digiorno
12” Pizza

T.G.I. Friday’s
Appetizers
7.6-14oz

$3.00
Turkey Hill
Ice Cream
48oz

*Valid 2012-2013 School Year. Excludes Special Orders,
Catering, Delivery Orders and Gift Cards

$2.50
Turkey Hill
Teas and
Lemonade
1gal

breezejmu.org
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Classifieds

We want to Be starting
Something.
Editor Positions for the
2013-2014 year now open

Caregivers needed to
supervise groups of little
dancers during their concert
rehearsal week in Wilson
Hall Auditorium, May 20-24.
Must be able to work all dates
and times, 2-3 hours per day
between the hours of 3:458:45 pm Mon-Thurs of week
specified and 6-10 pm Sat.
May 25, 2-6 pm Sun, May
26. References required. Call
540-810-3631.
Looking for a seasonal
job in Kitty Hawk, NC or
Virginia Beach? Please visit
www.rentbeachequipment.
com for job opportunities.
Summer Jobs: Seeking
Christian college students
for fun filled and spiritually reward positions in
management, camp counselor, support staff, and
lifeguarding. Kaleidoscope
Camp, Williamsburg. Contact
Jenn Hill at 757-566-2256,
programs@wcrc.info or www.
wcrc.info.
Responsive Management
(www.responsivemanagement.com), a wildlife/natural
resource research firm is
hiring professional, reliable
employees to conduct telephone research surveys (NO
SALES). Part or full-time,
open 7 days, evening hours
(except Saturdays). Schedules vary based on project
needs. Must work alternate
weekends. Apply at 130
Franklin Street. EOE.

Dance academy now
interviewing for part-time
dance instructors for fall
2012-spring 2014. Must have
car and be willing to stay
through May 2014. Numerous dance forms taught.
Experience preferred. Call
540-810-3631.

1-Bedroom Apt, $550
Month, NEW stainless steel
appliances, hard floors, pet
friendly, near Memorial Hall,
quiet and safe 540-564-2659
www.castleproperty.com
Great location, large
1 BR apartment, all appliances incuding W/D, DW, AC,
no pets, $565 (540)4331569, Available now, http://
www.dogwoodcommons.
com/2494DWC.html
Two student friendly
houses for rent for 20132014 academic year. Close to
campus. One year lease. Call
810-3631 for details.

Apply at joblink.jmu.edu.

Golden China
Serving Harrisonburg Since 1972

10% Off FREE
JMU Students
Student ID Required
No Coupon Necessary

DELIVERY

Expires: 02/28/13

GREAT HOUSE FOR RENT
for 2013-2014 4 Bedrooms
2 bath S. High St. close to
campus. Good Parking. Rent
is $1200/month Looking for
a group of 4. 540-478-3234

Full Menu •Full Buffet • Full Bar

Bedroom in 3BR apartment to sublet in North38
quiet building, available
immediately. All utilities
included. Rent $495. If interested, please call LaTasha at
540-333-3939

www.GoldenChinaHarrisonburg.com

EVERYDAY

(540) 434-1285

1005 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, VA, 22801
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facebook.com/shopvalleymall
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